Using data enrichment and machine learning to acquire and retain high-value customers

Helping a rideshare company grow their business with their best customers

Painting a picture of the high-value customer

With a large direct-response marketing budget to acquire new customers, customer acquisition was a major priority for this brand yet their efforts weren't driving the necessary results due to the lack of a clear, targeted focus. The brand knew they needed to focus their efforts on their highest-value prospects and customers, but struggled to identify who those customers were with the data they had available to them.

To better identify and engage with those prospects most likely to have a high lifetime value (LTV), the brand turned to Mobilewalla. After enriching the brands first-party data with our deep consumer data, machine learning models were developed that helped the brand understand the characteristics of their highest-value customers.

High-Value Customer Characteristics

The Customer
A highly technology-enabled leader in ridesharing and food delivery.

The Industry
On-Demand – Ridesharing and Food Delivery.

The Challenge
Better understand and identify high-value customers, grow their lifetime value through cross-selling of additional services and target similar prospects for acquisition.

The Solution
Mobilewalla High-Value Customer Modeling and Identification provided tremendous insights through building a complete profile of the high-value customer, identifying patterns in churn rate and identifying customers for cross-sell.
Maximizing retention and understanding customer transitions

To continue to grow market share and create a competitive advantage, the brand knew they also needed to have a strong customer retention strategy with a specific focus on mitigating high LTV customer churn risk. Utilizing our deep, rich consumer data and AI expertise, Mobilewalla helped the brand better understand and identify the characteristics and patterns of previously high LTV customers that transitioned to low LTV.

Increase share of wallet by identifying customers for cross-sell

To substantially grow their business, the brand wanted to increase revenue opportunities by cross-selling their food delivery services to customers with a high likelihood of interest. Leveraging the enriched dataset, Mobilewalla was able to build a model using income, dining behavior and app usage that identified the characteristics of those customers who are most likely to buy food delivery services.

Better Data Drives Results

With Mobilewalla’s deep consumer data and AI expertise, the brand was better able to understand their customers, make more informed business decisions and drive improved results.

- Increased the effectiveness of the retention model 20% by incorporating Mobilewalla consumer data.
- Achieved a 2x lift in identifying high LTV prospects compared to their current acquisition strategies.

To learn more about how Mobilewalla can improve results for your business, visit www.mobilewalla.com